
Don’t neglect electronic prescribing!
Offices that do it right this year will get a bonus of

2% of their total Medicare payments for 2009.
And offices that aren’t doing it right need to get

started on it, because each year that 2% bonus inches
closes and closer toward a pay cut for offices that don’t
e-prescribe.
Offices that e-prescribe successfully this year will

get bonus payments at about the same time they get
quality coding bonuses – in a lump sum in April of
the next year.
Those that e-prescribe but aren’t successful at it

won’t get any bonus.
But woe to those that don’t even give it a try!

Starting in 2012, they will see pay cuts. In 2012 it
will be a 1% cut; in 2013 the cut will be 1.5%; and in
2014 and there on out, it will be 2%. They won’t have
to pay out any penalty money. Instead, the govern-
ment will just cut their payments so that in 2012, for
example, they will get only 99% of their Medicare
reimbursement.

what’s successful?
To get the bonus, the doctor has to use two codes.

First, there must be one of three G-codes that out-
line the e-prescribing. And second, there must be one
of several specific CPT visit codes. (The list of all the
codes appears on page 3.)
In addition, the doctor has to do a good bit of pre-

scribing.
There has to be an e-prescribing code in at least

50% of the cases where those CPT visit codes are
used. And the charges have to account for at least 10%
of the doctor’s total Medicare charges. So if the total
charges are $100,000, at least $10,000 of that amount
has to come from the applicable codes.
Obviously, the safest route is to use the e-prescrib-

ing G-codes wherever possible.
Don’t worry about keeping a tally of the percent-
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MOM’s annual survey
Dear Readers:
Enclosed with this issue is our 22nd annual

reader survey.
Don’t think yours won’t get read – it will! We

rely heavily on your comments to determine what
to bring you in each issue.
On the back of the survey, we ask what you’re

doing to make your job easier. That gets careful
attention too. We often use your thoughts for our
“This Month’s Idea” column.
I look forward to hearing from you. If you have

questions, just call me at 404/367-1991.
Susan Crawford, Editor



this month’s
idea

Information collected at scheduling
gives a good base for marketing

“Getting reimbursed correctly and consistently is a matter of look-
ing both ways,” says PATTY BRUGGENSCHMIDT, office man-
ager for Evansville Psychiatric Associates in Evansville, IN. One
way is the overall big-picture statistics; the other is “the fine figures”
in the billing and collection work.

For the latter, Bruggenschmidt runs simple reviews on revenue
facets that often get ignored – but that can generate significant losses.
And the office sees better income as a result.

Perhaps the simplest is a review of the receivables more than 90
days out. Each month, she and the biller go over those accounts just
to make sure they have been billed and are being worked on. “Things
can get lost in the shuffle,” she says, and that short check prevents
unnecessary losses.

There’s also a monthly review to see if the payments are correct.
The billing system checks the payer rates, she says, but the office
has 12 providers, all with different fees, and when payment is made
on a percentage basis, the system doesn’t verify it. So
Bruggenschmidt checks a sample of each payer’s claims to see if there
are discrepancies. If there are, the search is expanded.

Another check covers unbilled appointments. Mostly those are
secondary charges that can’t be billed until the primary payer pays,
she says. But not all of them. Sometimes the office has overlooked
an encounter form; sometimes the chart doesn’t show the amount of
time to bill. So the ones that don’t show a primary payer get
reviewed to see why they have not been billed.

Because the providers work as independent practitioners, there’s an
individual collections and receivables report for each – in lay terms,
she notes, “because they know medicine more than they know
finance.” That report gets run twice a month to give the providers a
forecast of what their monthly incomes will be. Many of them then
talk to their patients about overdue amounts.

Another seemingly minor check: it’s Bruggenschmidt who opens
the mail. Doing that, she can see where the rejections are coming
from and what the problems are. She also knows when payments
come in from the different payers. And more, by opening the mail,
she sees the payer newsletters. Often “there’s one little sentence”
about a new billing requirement, she says, and that needs to be point-
ed out to staff because they don’t always have time to read the
newsletters.

If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,
MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column.
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page 3) (continued from page 1)
age, however, because Medicare will do all the count-
ing anyway.
As with quality coding, there is no registration or

sign-up. Just start submitting the codes.

a four-step chart to follow
Here’s an outline of the four requirements for e-pre-

scribing:
1. The offi ce has to use a qual i fi ed e-pre-

scribing sys tem. The sys tem i s qual i fi ed i f i t
can do these things :
• Generate a medication list using data received

from pharmacies.
• Print prescriptions, transmit prescriptions elec-

tronically, and show alerts. Alerts are automatic warn-
ings of inappropriate dosage or route of administra-
tion, interactions with other drugs, allergy concerns,
and manufacturer warnings.
• Show lower cost alternatives. This year, a system

that can receive tiered formulary information meets
this requirement.
• Give information from the patient’s drug plan

about formulary medications, patient eligibility, and
authorization requirements.
All vendors that meet those requirements are listed

at http://www.surescripts.com/get-connected.aspx
?ptype=physician. Or Google “electronic prescribing
products.”
2. The prescripti on has to be sent el ectron-

i cal l y.
It’s okay if what the office transmits gets turned

into a fax at the other end because the pharmacy can’t
get electronic faxes. But if the system can only send

faxes, it doesn’t count as an e-prescribing system.
3. The cl aim has to carry one of these v i s i t

codes :
99201, 99202, 99203, 99204, 99205 –

office visit, new patient
99211, 99212, 99213, 99214, 99215 –

office visit, established patient
99241, 99242, 99243, 99244, 99245 –

outpatient consult
90801 – psychiatric diagnostic interview

examination
90802 – interactive psychiatric diagnostic

interview examination
90804, 90805, 90806, 90807, 90808, 90809

individual psychotherapy
92002, 92004 – ophthalmological services,

new patient
92012, 92014 – ophthalmological services,

established patient
96150, 96151, 96152 – health and behavior

intervention
G0101 – cervical or vaginal cancer screening;

pelvic and clinical breast examination
G0108, G0109 – diabetes services
4. The cl aim has to carry one of these G-

codes :
• G8443 – all the prescriptions given during

this visit were sent electronically
via a qualified system

• G8445 – the office has a qualified system,
but no prescriptions were given
during this visit

• G8446 – the office has a qualified system,
but some or all of the prescriptions

given during this visit
were printed or phoned
in because

– they were controlled sub-
stances

or
– state or federal law requires it

or
– the patient requested it

or
– the pharmacy could not receive

the electronic trans-
mission

how much will it all cost?
The government says the 2% bonus will cover most

of the office’s related expenses. But don’t count on it.
The cost depends on whether the office uses a stand-

alone e-prescribing system or has an electronic record

from bonus to pay cut
Starting this year, there’s a bonus to be had for

electronic prescribing. But starting in 2012,
there’s a pay cut if the office doesn’t e-prescribe.
And starting in 2014, offices will see an ongo-
ing 2% pay cut if they don’t e-prescribe.
There is no penalty for e-prescribing incorrect-

ly; the pay cut only appies to offices that don’t
e-prescribe at all.

successful no effort to
e-prescribing e-prescribe

2009 +2.0% n/a
2010 +2.0% n/a
2011 +1.0% n/a
2012 +1.0% -

1.0%
2013 +0.5% -1.5%
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system.
A stand-alone systems run from free to about

$2,500 per year per prescriber.
An electronic record system costs a lot more. The

government estimates the cost to be from $25,000 to
$45,000 per prescriber. Added to that is the cost of
licensing fees, technical support, and updating, and
those can run as high as $9,000 a year for each pre-
scriber.
And regardless which type of system the office uses,

there is the cost of entering the patient data. The gov-
ernment says that’s best done at a single time; other-
wise, the office will have to enter it for patients as
they get their first prescriptions, which can be terribly
time consuming.
Another cost point: ask the vendor if there is a

charge for each transaction. Most vendors don’t
impose that charge but some do.

financial assistance
There is a bit of financial help available at both the

national and state level and it is outlined in govern-
ment publication called A Clinician’s Guide to
Electronic Prescribing.
To access it, go to http://www.ehealthinitiative.org

/assets/Documents/e-Prescribing_Clinicians_Guide
_Final.pdf. In Appendix II (pages 29-34) is a list of
four national financial incentives plus a long list of
various financial assistance programs available in dif-
ferent states. Most of them are scarcely earth-shatter-
ing, but they are worth taking a look at.

the why of it
The benefits of e-prescribing are good ones.
Mainly, it eliminates bad handwriting and the errors

that can go along with it.
Another is that the system will immediately show

the doctor what harmful allergies and drug interactions
each prescription can cause.
And then there’s convenience. Patients won’t have

to wait for the office to call prescriptions in. And the
office won’t have to be making and taking calls to the
pharmacy.
There’s patient savings as well. Because the system

shows what drugs are on the payer’s formulary, the
doctor can prescribe from that list.
�

ICD-10 start-up delayed
until October 2013
It’s coming, but not as fast as was originally

planned.
The deadline for the change from ICD-9-CM to

ICD-10 has been pushed back to October 2013. The
original deadline was two years earlier – October 2011.
But after loud protests from the health care industry
that it just wasn’t possible to get the new codes up
and running that soon, the government set the deadline
at 2013.
The new code system has far more codes and detail

than does the current system, which will make pay-
for-performance possible on a full scale and also allow
for more accurate payments for individual procedures.
It may also reduce the number of rejected claims,

because the codes themselves will carry a full descrip-
tion of the doctor’s services, thereby eliminating much
of the need for additional documentation.
On the clinical side, the new system will make it

possible to monitor diseases more accurately and to
detect emerging epidemics, both naturally occuring and
those that result from bioterrorism.
(For a complete look at the changeover to ICD-10,

see “The push to ICD-10 is on, and HIPAA stuff
comes with it” in the September 2008 issue of
MOM .)

� � �

Here’s what to expect
in quality coding’s future
Think quality coding will fade away? Take heed

from what’s happening with hospitals.
More than 3,300 of them successfully participated

in outpatient quality coding last year. But they won’t
get a bonus for dong so. They just won’t get a pay cut
this year.

by john chase

little bits
of information
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Economy fallout: layoffs!
here’s how not to get sued
Layoffs coming? Proceed with caution.
With the economy down and job losses getting

heavy and new jobs not so easy to find, there’s been a
significant increase in the number of discrimination
claims resulting from layoffs, says employment law
attorney ANDRIA LURE RYAN of Fisher &
Phillips in Atlanta.
To keep the office safe, the manager has to pay

close attention to every facet of every layoff, from
how the decision is made to what to say and when to
say it.

set the axe criteria

Don’t lay anybody off without first setting criteria
for making the cuts.
There needs to be some sort of comparison that puts

everybody on the same level, Ryan says. Without that,
a laid-off staffer can say the choice wasn’t fair, and if
that person is in a protected category such as race or
age, here comes a discrimination suit.
Suppose the office needs to lay off four people in

the record department.
A fair approach is to base the decision on, say, per-

formance reviews, attendance, disciplinary problems,
and special skills. If everybody comes out looking
pretty much the same, let years of service be the
tiebreaker.
Look only at the current goings on in those areas,

she says, maybe the last two years. It’s not fair to put
a negative mark on someone who had a performance
problem eight years ago.
Once the people selection is made, “vet it for dis-

crimination issues.” Compare the four being let go to
the others who are keeping their jobs. Look at their
sex, race, age – “anything that raises a red flag.”
Suppose Staffer A who is young and male barely

edges out female Staffer B who is age-protected and
has just come back from FMLA leave. Watch out. It

may be safer to keep B and let A go. Or even bite the
bullet and keep both.
Anticipate how a jury will view that layoff, she

says. Worst case scenario: “You’re keeping a white
male under 40 and you’re kicking out a woman over
60 whose file is clean. Why?”

check the documentation
What about starting the layoffs with the poorest

performers?
A valid approach, but don’t take it unless there’s

documentation of the poor performance.
If there are no performance reviews on file or if

reviews show that the poor performers met the job
expectations, trouble could be abrewing.

refill the jobs with caution
Another cautionary measure: don’t refill the termi-

nated positions for at least six months. That gives
anybody time enough to find a new job.
By contrast, to fill those positions any sooner is an

invitation for a still-jobless staffer (who is by now
not at all happy about what’s happened) to claim the
layoff wasn’t spurred by business necessity but by dis-
crimination. And if that staffer is in a protected cate-
gory, the claim could be a good one.
What if the business changes a few weeks after the

layoffs and the office needs those positions filled
again?
The safest course, Ryan says, is to ask the people

who were let go if they want their jobs back. After all,
they were qualified for those positions.

lighten up on the references
What about job references?
Relax the rules there. And again for safety, put the

change in writing. Send out a memo of “here is what
our policy will be for this layoff.”
The layoffs aren’t being made for poor performance

but for business reasons, and those staffers deserve

Surviving the economy
– a MOM mini seminar –

Add the economy to the manager’s job description! This bad market is bringing a myriad of new
issues to deal with. Here are three of them plus some good solutions.

First is layoffs: the legal precautions to take should layoffs become necessary.
Second is the cash flow: how to find and stop up the office’s cash flow leaks.
And third is raises and bonuses: ways to keep productivity and morale high when salaries are low.
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more than the standard response of employment dates
and position title.
There’s EEOC safety to consider too. With people

desperate to find jobs, not giving references can stir up
bad feelings. And those bad feelings can stir up claims
of bad employment practices.

pay a severance; get a release
A good protection against claims is a severance

package, and a fair amount is a minimum of two
weeks’ pay on up to one week’s pay for every year of
service.
But put a limit on the office’s generosity. If the

amount is as much as five weeks’ pay, give it only in
exchange for a signed release from liability for
employment claims. “That’s a fairly significant sum,”
Ryan says, so the office should expect to get some-
thing in exchange.
Conversely, don’t ask for a release if the severance

is less than that. To do so could arouse suspicion that
there’s something amiss with the legal aspects of the
layoffs.
The release says the severance is being given in

exchange for release from liability for all claims,
including those under the FMLA, Title VII, the ADA,
wage and hour compensation, contractual obligations,
and any state or local laws. A general statement of
“any and all claims related to your employment” cov-
ers that.
And for people age 40 or older, it needs to say that

the individual has 45 days to consider the offer and
seven days to revoke the agreement once it is signed.
Along with that it has to carry an attachment showing
the ages of the people who were kept on and those
who were let go.
The office can’t force anybody to sign the release,

she says, but it can say “before we pay the severance,
we need this release.”
Allow each person a few days to review it and make

the decision, “but don’t leave it hanging out there for
too long.”

just the facts, ma’am
There’s risk too in the way the manager announces

the layoffs, Ryan says. If people get angry, they are
apt to take legal action.
Don’t make an announcement of who’s getting the

axe. Give individual and private notice.
Don’t blame the doctors for the decision with

remarks such as “if it were up to me, you’d be stay-
ing.” If the manager doesn’t think this is fair, it must
not be.

Don’t discuss why this staffer is leaving and that

staffer isn’t. Specifics invite scrutiny. And scrutiny
stirs up discrimination claims.
It’s okay to explain the general criteria, “but don’t

get into the specifics of the individual rankings.” Just
say “This is a business decision. It’s not a reflection
of your contribution. It was a hard decision to make,
but we had to cut back.”

no notice is the best notice
As to how much notice to give, Ryan’s advice is

that the best notice is no notice at all.
Advance notice is required only when a total layoff

involves as many as 33% of the employees in one
office location. In that situation, an employer has to
give those people at least 60 days’ notice. But absent
that, no notice is required.
Lay people off on the last day of their employment,

she says. Keeping them around drags down morale and
worse, generates debate over the legitimacy of the
decision.
Make the announcement to the rest of the staff on

the same day so they hear it first from the manager.
Tell them that layoffs have occurred and that no

more are anticipated for now or the future. Explain
that the cuts were made for business reasons and that
the staffers are getting severance packages, good refer-
ences, help finding new jobs, or whatever.
That’s good management. It puts the rest of the

staff at ease about the safety of their own jobs, and it
shows that the office has compassion for those it has
let go.
Many of the remaining staff are friends with those

who are leaving. Treat their friends wrong and they are
likely to look for employment elsewhere.

– $ – $ – $ –
Search out and stop up
the office’s cash flow leaks
A down economy hits every corner of the revenue

picture.
Appointments are fewer. Patient payments are more

difficult to collect. And because they have to cut their
own costs, “payers get nastier and tighter about what
they tolerate.”
An office can take a lot of steps to offset income

losses, but the easiest – and by far the least expensive
– is to search out and stop up the cash flow leaks,
says health care and quality improvement consultant
JAY ARTHUR of KnowWare International Inc., a
Denver software company.
What are the cash flow leaks?
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They are the ongoing mistakes, the nonproductive
work habits, and the time gaps that get in the way of
bringing in optimal income.
Here are some solutions.

funding the fix-it factory
A medical office’s biggest money leak comes from

the outstanding claims, Arthur says.
And the loss isn’t limited to delayed reimbursement

and denials. There’s also the productivity loss from the
time staff spend in what he terms “the fix-it factory.”
That’s where the mop-up work is done. Somebody

makes an error on a claim, the claim gets returned, and
somebody else has to fix it. The fix-it time is not pro-
ductive time. It’s downtime. It’s repair time.
In large businesses, he says, as many as one third of

the employees work in the fix-it factory. And nobody
ever notices it, because those people are quite busy
doing legitimate work – just not productive work.
How can the manager identify and eliminate the fix-

it work?
By taking a hard look at what staff are doing.
Have staff keep track of the number of errors they

have to fix. At the same time, have them identify the
categories those errors fall into. Those are things such
as incorrect insurance data or missed modifiers on
claims or misplaced lab reports.
Then start with “the big ugly ones” and set up pro-

cedures to mistake-proof those areas.
Most errors are easily fixed.
Suppose claims are being held up because of incor-

rect insurance information. Trace it back to the source
and identify the why of it. If the source is the front
desk and the why is that staff are copying the insur-
ance cards and then keying the data into the system,
the solution could be as simple as getting a card
swiper so the data gets entered directly into the sys-
tem.
Invariably, the greatest money losses can be attrib-

uted to a very few errors, he says. In most businesses,
only 4% of the errors account for as much as half of
the losses.
He cites one client hospital that narrowed its focus

and found that 65% of its denied claims came from one
payer. It wasn’t until the hospital tracked the errors
that it realized that.

what’s wearing everybody out?
Another money leak comes from wasted steps.

Wasted steps = wasted time = wasted money.
To identify those unnecessary steps, have staff keep

an informal log of when and where and how far they
have to walk during the day and how much time it

takes. Some offices even use pedometers to track it.
What will appear are obvious yet heretofore unrec-

ognized problems.
The office may find, for example, that it’s losing a

tremendous amount of staff time to a central printer
that requires people to get up from their desks several
times a day. An easy solution is to buy a small printer
for each desk.
Or it might find that the nurses have to walk down

two halls to get supplies. Just relocating the supplies
to where the nurses are can save all that walking time.

not faster, just speedier
And then there’s the cash flow leak that comes from

lack of speed.
“Speed makes profit,” Anderson says. But that does-

n’t mean working faster. It means getting rid of the
delays, or the no-work gaps that occur while a project
moves from one person to another.
He gives billing as an example. The work chain

begins with the physician filling out the encounter
form and moves on to the staffer entering the codes all
the way to the staffer who submits the claim.
Along the way, that claim sees only a very few

minutes of actual work. The rest of the time “it sits
there waiting for something to happen to it.”
At each stopping point, somebody has to put down

one job, pick up the claim work, and then go back to
the original job. And with each changeover, there’s
time lost, because the staffer has to refocus. What’s
more, the break in concentration invites errors.
Even more time gets lost when one staffer has to go

back to another with a question about the claim. By
then, that other staffer has forgotten about it and so
has to stop and review it.
More refocusing. More lost time. More opportunity

for mistakes.
Arthur calls that the 3/57 rule. In one hour, most

projects see three minutes of work and 57 minutes
waiting for people to work on it. Cut out just 15 min-
utes of that wait time, he says, and productivity can
double.
The solution: clear up the claims backlog and set up

an assembly-line approach where claims pass from
person to person uninterrupted. That saves time and
reduces the opportunity for error.
Similarly, get rid of the gaps in the patient flow.

There are many. The patient checks in and waits, sees
the nurse and waits, gets to the exam room and waits,
and so it goes. At the end of the visit, that patient has
been there an hour, but only a few minutes of that
time has been spent with the doctor.
With an efficient flow, the office can see more

(continues on the next
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page)
patients. It can also get patients in quickly. And,
Arthur notes, patients aren’t willing to wait for far-out
appontments. They go elsewhere.
Creating a rich life in a poor economy is little more

than fixing the ongoing errors and losing the time
gaps, he says. “Nobody works harder,” but more work
gets done and more money comes in.

– $ – $ – $ –
How to keep good staff
when the raises get low
The raises may be small, and the bonuses may even

disappear, but that doesn’t mean the office has to lose
its top staffers.

“What’s interesting is that what causes people to
stay in a job is rarely money,” says RON KAUF-
MAN of Up Your Service! College, a service training
organization based in Singapore, China.
What keeps people on board is feeling good about

going to work. And what makes people feel good is
recognition and appreciation.
There is a caveat, however. If it’s to be effective,

the praise has to be packaged right. It also has to be
excruciatingly sincere.
Here’s how to make it work.

revamp the e-of-m awards
A good idea with a bad outcome: the employee-of-

the-month award.
In its standard form, “it’s ridiculous,” Kaufman

says. It can’t be given to the same person every
month, so after a while it starts going to people who
don’t deserve it.
Give it some meaning. Set different criteria for it

each month, perhaps for “most improved service to a
patient” or “best internal service” or “best service dur-
ing a crisis” or even for the best recovery from some
crisis such as a computer failure. It’s the manager’s
choice.

Then tell everybody what the staffer did to earn it.
Now it’s an honor. People take it seriously.

and while you’re at it . . .
Revamp the employee-of-the-year award too. It car-

ries a terrible message: “this is our single best
employee, and the rest of you don’t measure up.”
Turn it into several different awards.
One might be a “doctor’s award” for providing the

best patient service throughout the year. Another

might be a “teamwork award” for giving the most help
to the other staff. Again, it’s the manager’s choice.

Tell everybody what those staffers did, who benefit-
ed, and how it’s helped the office. The winners become
role models, and their performance becomes the bench-
mark for the areas being recognized.

the custom-made award
Another way to make staff like their jobs is to give

awards that are customized to the recipients.
Kaufman did just that in his own office where one

of the outstanding employees was a man who simply
didn’t want to be the center of attention. However,
everybody knew he was a devoted family man, so
Kaufman wrote a letter to his wife telling her how
much his work was appreciated.
No mention of it was made in the office. Instead,

the family surprised him with it when he got home.
The office can expand that type of recognition as far

as it wants, perhaps including a restaurant gift card or
flowers or a fruit basket with the letter.

throw in some ongoing rewards
Keep the recognition ongoing. Kaufman gives three

approaches to that.
• Hang a “wall of fame” bulletin board in some

common area such as the break room. On it put any-
thing that’s complimentary to anybody, such as an e-
mail from a doctor praising a staffer’s work or a
thank-you letter from a patient. And beside each item,
put a picture of the staffer it mentions.
Letters and notes like that usually just get thrown

into a file. Why not get some mileage out of them?
• Set up a “gold star recognition” program where

staff recognize one another.
At the beginning of the year, everybody gets a cer-

tain number of actual gold stars. Then at staff meet-
ings, Staffer A tells everybody what Staffer B did and
gives the star as a way of saying “thanks for helping
me out on X.” Employees like that, he says, because
the honor shows sincere appreciation.
The office can jazz up the awards with a prize –

even one as small as a pizza coupon – to whoever gets
the most stars during a month, quarter, or whatever.
• Give team awards to individual groups or depart-

ments, perhaps to the billing department for reaching
some collection goal.
Team awards can be fun as well as competitive.

Kaufman cites one company that gives out a comic
silver cup at each meeting to whichever department did
the top work during the month.
“Everybody cheers for the department,” and the staff
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And hospitals that didn’t code quality correctly are
having their payments reduced.
Last year’s hospital quality measures were for heart

attack and surgical care. For heart attack, they covered
aspirin administration and how long before patients
were given clot-busting drugs and electrocardiograms

(continues on
page 9) (continued from page 4)
and were transferred to other hospitals for angioplasty.
For surgery, they covered antibiotic administration

before surgery and verification of antibiotic type.
This year four imaging efficiency measures have

been added.
Onward it goes. Now Medicare is figuring out how

to deny payment for adverse events that could have
been prevented had quality measures been followed.

� � �

No payment to hospitals
or doctors for errors

Medicare has closed the door on paying doctors for
surgical mistakes and paying hospitals for hospital-
acquired conditions.
It calls the mistakes “never events,” or events that

should never happen.
On the surgery side, there are three of them: a

wrong surgical or invasive procedure performed on a
patient, a surgery or invasive procedure performed on
the wrong body part, and a surgery or invasive proce-
dure performed on the wrong patient.
Medicare will no longer pay for those or for any

services related to them.
For hospital-acquired conditions, the never events

are objects left in after a surgery, air embolisms, blood
incompatibility, stage III & IV pressure ulcers,
injuries related to falls, traumatic events such as elec-
tric shock and burns, and poor glycemic control
including hypoglycemic coma.

� � �

And NPIs are expanding

there get to keep it for a month. One department can
win it over and over, so getting it several times rates
extra cheers.

a round of applause for a vendor
Go further and give awards to the office’s suppliers

or to the maintenance people or to the photocopy ser-
vice for doing a good job on something specific. Make
the award a surprise and present it when the supplier is
on site.
All that’s needed is a brief recognition, he says.

Knock on the desk, ask for everybody’s attention, and
announce “here’s So-and-So from XYZ Company, and
he just did X for us. Let’s give him a round of
applause.”
There’s significant profit to be had from that. Just

as an employee feels good about coming to work, that
vendor feels good about coming to the office – to the
point of bending over backwards for the manager from
there on out.

but temper it with criticism
On the other side of the coin is the fact that unless

the rewards are tempered with criticism for poor per-
formance, they look contrived.
At the same time, there’s a limit to how harsh the

criticism can be, lest the pendulum swing in the other
direction.
An interesting point about the praise/criticism bal-

ance, Kaufman says, is that praise can be doled out at

any time while criticism needs a structure such as a
year-end critique or a quarterly review. There, the man-
ager isn’t beating up the staffer but is pointing to the
direction of improvement.
And just as there are ways to make praise effective,

there are ways to get benefit from criticism.
What’s most effective is to get the staffer to partici-

pate in it by asking questions such as “where do you
think you can do better?” or “what goals do you want
to set for yourself that will improve your perfor-
mance?”
Then ask for permission to make recommendations

with “may I give you some suggestions that will help
you with that?” The answer will invariably be “yeah,
sure!” and the suggestions then get appreciated and fol-
lowed.
What about individual circumstances that warrant

criticism?
Don’t let them pass by unrecognized, he says. And

he finds that the best approach is the kiss/kick/kiss
format.

The kiss: “you are a good employee.”
The kick: “but here are a few things you need to

work on” or “I have to talk to you about something
that happened last week. It had some consequences.”
Then tell exactly what the staffer needs to do about it.

The kiss: “your work is usually good, and I am sure
you can make this improvement” or “I don’t want this
to happen again.”
But don’t end there. Throw in some guilt. Let the

staffer know the office is disappointed: “I expected
more of you, and I’m talking to you about this
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from physician to patient
A new type of NPI?
With the National Provider Identifiers or NPIs now

in place for doctors, the next step appears to be the
same for patients – a national patient identifier.
It would be used by all payers and all providers, and

having just the one identifier could bring about a lot
of benefits. For example, it would allow the office to
access the entirety of a patient’s health history, includ-
ing hospital records, records from other offices, and
prescriptions. In addition, it would also lessen the risk
of pulling up the wrong record when patients have
similar names.
As for drawbacks, there’s cost, which is estimated at

$11 billion.
But the biggie is the potential for ID theft. If

thieves were to hack their way into the system, they

would have access to untold amounts of personal and
financial information and could wreak unimaginable
havoc. Even so, the patient NPI seems to be a sure
thing for the not so distant future.
�

The last of CPT’s updates
from medicine to T-codes
BY THERESE M JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
This is the third and final part of the review of

CPT’s 2009 updates.
In December, we covered the new guidelines for the

E/M codes.
Last month we covered anesthesia, surgery, radiolo-

gy, and pathology and laboratory.
Here now are the updates to the medicine section

and also to the category II and category III codes.

the medicine updates
VACCINES AND TOXOIDS

Updates in the medicine section start with four new
vaccine codes.
The first (90650) is for the vaccine for human pap-

pilloma virus, or HPV. It protects against types 16
and 18, which are the types that most often cause cer-
vical cancer.
Second is the rotavirus vaccine (90681). Rotavirus

is the leading cause of severe diarrhea in infants and
children, and it accounts for a large number of hospi-
talizations.
Third is the vaccine for diphtheria, tetanus, pertus-

sis or whooping cough, and poliovirus (90696).
And fourth (90738) is the vaccine for Japanese

encephalitis virus. That virus is mosquito-borne and is
most often seen in Southeast Asia and the Far East,
but it is becoming more prevalent elsewhere. It causes
severe rigors and can result in mental retardation as
well as damage to the central nervous system.
Both the HPV and the encephalitis vaccines are

pending FDA approval and so are marked with a light-
ning bolt in the codebook.

END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE SERVICES
Several codes here have been deleted and replaced

with new codes that run from 90951 to 90970.
Codes 90951-90966 are reported only once a month.

They show from one to four face-to-face physician vis-
its for ESRD services. They show the patient’s age –
under two years, two to 11 years, 12 to 19 years, and
20 years and older – and also distinguish between out-
patient and home dialysis.

GASTROENTEROLOGY
In this area, code 91100 has been deleted, and the

procedure – the positioning of a tube to diagnose and
treat intestinal bleeding – is now coded in the surgery
section at 43460 and 44500. The first code shows a
balloon inflation done to apply pressure on the blood
vessels and stop the bleeding, and the second shows
the introduction of a gastrointestinal tube.

CARDIOVASCULAR
There are 23 new codes here, and they cover devices

used to diagnose heart arrhythmias.
They begin with codes 93228 and 93229 for wear-

able cardiovascular telemetry. The first is for the
review and report, and the second is for the technical
support.
Those are followed by a huge new area called “car-

diovascular device monitoring – implantable and wear-

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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able devices” (93279-93299). It starts out with almost
two pages of guidelines that define the types of
devices and tell how to use the codes.
The codes begin with programming for single, dual,

and multiple lead pacemakers (93279-93281); single,
dual, and multiple lead cardioverter-defibrillators
(93282-93284); and loop recorder systems (93285).
Then they move on to programming and evalua-

tion with procedures for pacemakers (93286) and car-
dioverter-defibrillators (93287). Those get used once
before the procedure and once afterwards.
From there it’s interrogation device evaluations for

implantable devices (93288-93292).
Then comes 93293 for the evaluation of transtele-

phonic rhythm strips.
And following that are codes 93294 for interroga-

tion device evaluations for pacemakers for up to 90
days, 93295 for cardioverter-defibrillators, and 93296
for the technical support.
The next three codes (93297-93299) are for evalua-

tions for up to 30 days.
The last three new codes are for echocardiography.

Code 93306 is for echocardiography with Doppler.
Code 93351 is for echocardiography with continuous
monitoring. And 93352 is a new add-on code to 93359
and 93351 to show the use of a contrast agent. It gets
used just once during the echocardiogram.

NEUROLOGY AND NEUROMUSCULAR
PROCEDURES

New here is a code for actigraphy (95803), which is
a new type of sleep testing that shows the patient’s
circadian rhythm and sleep patterns over a long period
of time – from 72 hours to 14 consecutive days. That
code can be used only once in any 14-day period.
Also new here is code 95992 for canalith reposition-

ing, which is done to treat vertigo. The patient’s head
is placed in various positions so as to redeposit calci-
um crystal debris in the semicircular canal system of
the brain. The debris can cause the vertigo.
The head is moved rapidly from upright to hanging

position several different ways, and the procedure can
cause dizziness and nausea.

HYDRATION, INJECTIONS , INFUS IONS ,
CHEMOTHERAPY

There are 15 new codes here(96360 to 96379).
The first two (96360 and 96361) are for intravenous

hydration, and those are new to CPT. The others, how-
ever, have simply been relocated here from the vac-
cines and toxoids area. The new location puts them in
the vicinity of chemotherapy and complex infusion
services.

the category II updates

These are the quality codes, and there are 143 new
ones this year. They are optional, but their very rapid
growth gives a clear indication of the continued payer
emphasis on quality coding.
Some of these measures – but not all of them – are

used in Medicare’s quality reporting.
The new codes cover otitis media, critical care anes-

thesia, annual monitoring, back pain, chronic kidney
disease, ESRD, eye care, GERD, geriatrics, hepatitis
C, depression, melanoma, oncology, prenatal care,
prostate cancer, radiology, and rheumatoid arthritis.

the category III updates
Finally, there are 13 new category III codes, or T

codes, which are temporary codes for new technolo-
gies. Unlike the category II codes, the category IIIs are
mandatory.
Category III codes stay in that category for five

years and then, depending on whether the technology
gets used or not, are either turned into full-fledged
CPT codes or retired. This year, 22 of them were
retired and seven others were moved up to become
CPTs.
In addition, two others (0054T and 0055T) that were

retired earlier this year have been reinstated. They
cover computer-assisted musculoskeletal navigation in
orthopedic procedures. In the code book, they are
marked with an open dot, which indicates the rein-
statement.

Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS , CCS-P, is
assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta.
�

A new HIPAA worry:
releasing information
about family members
Offices can expect to see more family information

in the medical record – and more HIPAA concerns to
go along with it.
The government is encouraging people to collect

their personal and family history to add to their med-
ical records.
They can do so via a government internet site called

“My Family Health Portrait” (https://familyhistory
.hhs.gov), and the eventual goal is to make it possible
to compile a complete medical picture in a universal
medical record.
That means offices will be keeping information



about nonpatients in their records. And that raises
questions about HIPAA privacy, particularly whether
the office can release its own patient information and
whether it can request nonpatient information from
other doctors.
The answer to both is yes, but with caveats. Here’s

what managers need to be aware of.
• Is i t okay t o include in the record what -

ev er fam i l y heal t h informat i on the pat i ent
present s?
Yes. Patients can give the office as much or as little

of their family information as they want.
• Is t he offi ce requi red t o put i t al l i n the

record?
No. “There’s no requirement to keep any of it.” It’s

strictly up to the office as to what it includes into its
medical records, says MARY D. BRANDT, RHIA,
CHE, CHPS . Brandt is a record management consul-
tant in Bellaire, TX, and also a member of MOM’s
editorial advisory board.
Usually a physician reviews whatever information a

patient provides, makes notes in the record, and then
hands the information back to the patient. There’s no
need to proceed any differently with the collected fami-
ly information.
The government is well aware that a patient could

put together a family record that’s “voluminous and of
limited value to the physician.” There’s no reason to
keep useless information.
• Can the offi ce t al k w i th pat i ent s about

the fam i l y informat i on?

Yes.
• Can the offi ce share the fam i l y informa-

t i on w i th other doct ors w i thout t he fam i l y
members ’ consent ?
Yes again. The family information becomes part of

the patient’s record, HIPAA explains. It’s the patient
who gets the HIPAA protection, not the family mem-
bers.
Thus, it’s the patient who can access that informa-

tion, amend it, and authorize the disclosure of it to
others.
• What i f t he pat i ent g i v es the offi ce pri -

v at e fam i l y informat i on such as that someone
i s HIV pos i t i v e or has had an abort i on?
The office can screen that out, Brandt says. “It has

no impact on the patient’s health,” so there’s no rea-
son to put it in the record.
The only family information the record needs is

information that will help the doctor care for the
patient, and mostly that’s genetic information.
Also, she says, there’s no need to record any family

member’s name. Just note the relationship to the
patient. “Who cares about the name? It’s the relation-
ship that makes the difference.”
• How can the offi ce use the fam i l y infor-

mat i on?
HIPAA says record information can always be used

without permission for the magic three: treatment,
payment, and health care operations. And that includes
family information.
Brandt points out, however, that the only reason the

office would use the family information would be for
treating the patient. It would not be useful for pay-
ment or operations.
• Can the offi ce can gi v e informat i on t o

another doct or who reques t s i t for the t reat -
ment of a fam i l y member of a pat i ent ?
Yes, and the office does not have to get authoriza-

tion from either the patient or the family member.
HIPAA allows disclosures for treatment purposes, and
that includes the treatment of another person.
For example, another office treating a breast cancer

patient could request a pathology report for the mother
who is one of the office’s patients. Or a surgeon treat-
ing a family member could ask for information about
a patient’s adverse reaction to anesthesia.
In both cases, the office can release that information

without getting patient consent.
• Is t he offi ce requi red t o g i v e fam i l y

informat i on t o another offi ce?
No. That is always done at the physician’s discre-

tion, Brandt says. HIPAA only permits the office to
release that information; it never requires it to do so.
The office is always free to withhold information
when the doctor deems it in the patient’s best interest
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